1. Introductory remarks Let P be a set which is partially ordered by a relations. We danote the least upper bound of the subset D cp by u D. D is cofinal with P if if C is a chain, then cf(C) is a regular cardinal and there is a subchain C^ such that 1. C 1 is well ordered r-nd its ordinal type is cf(C) 2. C-is cofinal with C.
1. Introductory remarks Let P be a set which is partially ordered by a relations. We danote the least upper bound of the subset D cp by u D. D is cofinal with P if ( V* eP)(3yeD) *i<y.
Let |x| be the cardinality of the set X. cf(P) is the smallest element of the set {|D| : DsP<$D is oofinal with p}. Let m be an infinite cardinal. The subset D of P is m-directed if every subset I?D of the cardinality less than m has an upper bound in D* An H 0 -directed set is called directed* A chain is a linearly ordered set* m + is a cardinal suocesor of the cardinal m I.e. the smallest cardinal greater than m. We identify ordinal with the set of all its predecessors and cardinals with the initial ordinals* A cardinal m is regular if cf(m) » m where cf(a) concerns an natural order e on the ordinal m. The first infinite ordinal i.e. the set of all integers we design by co as usual* The following fact is well known:
if C is a chain, then cf(C) is a regular cardinal and there is a subchain C^ such that 1. C 1 is well ordered r-nd its ordinal type is cf(C) 2. C-is cofinal with C.
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For an infinite cardinal m and partially ordered set P let Cm and Dm be the following statements: Cm: for each chain C ep such that of(C)^ m there exists UC in F Dm: for each m-direoted subset D of P there exists U.D in P.
An 2.2. Let n(P) be the smallest cardinal n such that cf(C)<n for every chain C cp. Theorem 2. 1. If m>n(P) then P satisfies Dm (moreover every m»-directed subset D of P has the greatest element). 2. If m <n(P) and there are only finitely many cardinals between m and n(P) then Cm=>Dm is satisfied in P.
2.3. A partially ordered set P is called m-semilattice if for every nonempty subset X of P of cardinality less than m there exists U X in P.
Theorem y.
If P is an m-semilattice satisfying the condition Cm, then P is a complete semilattice (i.e. every subset of P has the least upper bound in P, in particular: for each cardinal n, Dn is satisfied in P).
3. Proofs of the results 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let m = JS? r for some ordinal r and let P be a set [f:
Let X€D be a set of cardinality less than m + . Then for each neu |{f(n) : f e x}| ^ |x| * 5 r+n+1 • Thus g(n) = sup{f(n) :f e x}< Ji r+fl+1 i.e. g 6 D. Obviously g is an upper bound of X (moreover g = U X).
3.1.2. Trivially, D has no upper bound in P. 3.1.3.
Lemma.
If C cp is a chain such that ct{C)>X* then
Suppose on the contrary that (Vn e u>) ( 3 f Q e C)f n (n) 9y assumption about cf(C) there exists feC such that (Vn e to)f fl < f. Thus f(n) £f fl (n) for each which contradicts the fact that f c C.
3.1.4. P satisfies Cm. Proof. Let CqP be a chain such that cf(C) £ m and let Of be it8 well rdered subchain whose ordinal type is cf(C) and which is cofinal with C. Let f Q = U C 1 i.e. f Q (n) = = sup[f(n)s f ecj for every oeu, We should prove that f 0 e P i.e. that f"(n)< 55 r+n+ -j sone n. Let n Q be an integer from Lemma 3. Note or tha least .<( otr be-and ya -an arbitrary upp:r b;<und in i; of the si. {x^,. s ^ <ot <A^<ot|u{7jj: rj <a}, observe that, if thj chain 0 = (ya!ci<|) stabilizes in ordinal <*0 < ° then xa = U C, + r° e D cl/ and xa is an uppor bo unci of tha set ]x\. o o -f? ' as well as oi the set Xif C is a strictly increasing chain then ix i3 of ordinal typo :n, which is the ragular cardinal. Thus cf(C) = m end by the condition Cm there exi' cs y = U C and y e B + . Obviously y is an upper bound of tho set X.
3.2.3. Proof of the part 2 ii Theorem 2. Let m be a regular cardinal and n(P) = for some keu. Let D be an m-directed subset of P and let Cm holrfs in P. Observe that Cm implies Cm*, Cm' M e+s. Iterating k times the above lemma we obtain that Lm + '** + is n(P)-dirocted. oo it has a least upper bound by the part 1 of this Thoorem. Thus D has also tho least upper bound by the lemma. If m is a singular cardinal tsen m + ic a regular one and it satisfies the assumption of the part 2 of Theorem 2. Thus Cm + -i>Dm 4 holds in P. By the final remark in chapter 1, an icplicacion Cm =>Dai is also saticfied in P. 3.2.4. Observe that by point 3.1 for » very ne co one can easily find in the cet P a chain of type -Kr+n+1. Thus n(P)^ I* showa that the assumption of the second part of Thooren. 2 is essential.
3.3. Proof of Theorem 3, Lot n be a cardinal such that n^m and such that aach subset of P of cardinality le3s than n has che least i:pper bound in P. Let X = = {x^: $<n} be an cr^itrery subset of V of cardinality n.
For a <n let ya = u [x,; ?<*} and C = fya:oc<r).
C is a nondecreasing chain. If cf(Cj< m thnn C has a well ordered subchain C1 of the type leaa than m and C., is cofinal with C. 01 has the least upper bound because P is the m-semilattice» Thus C has the least upper bound too. If cf(P)^ m then U Z exists by the condition Cm. Obviously U C is also the leas'; upper bound of the set X. Thus P ia r, + -semilattice.
